1. July 1794, this protest, ____________________________, alarmed government leaders who saw it as a challenge to the power of the new government.

2. How did Washington deal with the Whiskey Rebellion?

Challenges in the West
3. American settlers ignored the __________________________ (Washington had with Native Americans) and moved onto lands promised to __________________________. Fighting broke out between the two groups.

4. In November 1791, St. Clair’s army met a strong Native American force led by __________________________, a Miami chief. More than __________________________ US soldiers died in the battle (worst defeat against NA ever).

5. In __________________________, Wayne’s army defeated more than 1,000 Native Americans under Shawnee chief Blue Jacket at the battle of __________________________________________________, near present day Toledo, Ohio.

6. In the __________________________________________________ (1795) Native American leaders agreed to surrender most of the land (Ohio).

Problems with Europe:
7. In French & British conflict, Washington hoped that the United States would stay __________________________ and not take any side.

8. Washington sent __________________________, chief justice of the United States to discuss a solution with the British. (Called Jay’s Treaty) The British agreed to withdraw from American soil & not interfere with trade.

9. Spanish were nervous that this treaty would create an alliance work against Spain. Washington sent ____________ to Spain to settle differences.

10. In 1795 ________________ gave the Americans free navigation of the __________________________ River and the right to trade at __________________________. 

11. How long was Washington’s Presidency?

12. What did Washington warn the country against because he saw it as a threat?